
Philadelphia, PA (December 4, 2018) Asura Technologies, the new generation LPR and video analytics
company developing plug ‘n play, camera agnostic, AI-powered data collection systems is proud to
announce entering into strategic partnership with Umojo to deliver fully automated, turn-key parking
garage management solutions across the United States.

“We are truly happy and excited to enter into a strategic partnership with Umojo sharing the same
passion for automation through non-invasive and innovative software solutions. Looking for expansion
possibilities in the US we find Umojo a great partner to equip US indoor parking sites with the latest
parking technology implementing LPR. I believe that by leveraging on the synergies of Umojo’s garage
management- and DVS solutions and Asura’s LPR and video analytics software we are offering
operators an all-round yet still economic, easy-to-fit and truly intelligent parking solution.” – says Mate
Kiss Gyorgy, CEO of Asura Technologies.

“I believe that delivering ultimate garage automation through combining our IoT and NVR technology-
based services with LPR is without doubt a 21  century parking management solution. A software suite
that includes Call Center, Garage Incident Management, HD Video, HD Intercom, Analytics, Online
reservation integration, Revenue control integration combined with LPR and video analytics-based
vehicle recognition is arguably the best in class garage automation platform out there. By focusing on
the core needs of automating garages, we provide a complete solution to track issues, notify field
personnel, and provide historical reporting and analytics, all via a hosted platform. Our strategic
partnership with Asura brings together services that naturally complement each other to provide top-
class customer experience on an extremely competitive price level.” – adds Rick Neubauer, founder and
CEO of Umojo.

Indeed, the solution created with the joint efforts of Asura and Umojo is all about customer focus; a
completely software-based garage management platform easy-to-integrate into existing infrastructure
delivering customizable reports on-demand. The system has already been put into practice in a pilot
project delivering exceptional results in Chicago, Ill.
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https://www.parking-mobility.org/


About ASURA 

Asura Technologies is the new generation LPR and video analytics company creating easy to integrate,
camera agnostic data collection systems. Our LPR- and video analytics-based vehicle recognition
technology is used for parking- and traffic management applications as well as general security and
surveillance.

Asura Technologies made its debut with the Asura Recognition Unit (ARU) Plug and Play LPR in 2017
delivering an easy-to-integrate, flexible solution. ARU earned a quick recognition of the traffic
management industry exemplified by integration with major parking management systems and earning
a Special Mention at 2018 Intertraffic Innovation Awards.

visit http://www.asuratechnologies.com

About Umojo

Umojo’s Cloud based call center is the industry leading platform integrating HD Video, HD Intercoms,
IOT, and PARCS with real-time data visibility, incident management, alerting, performance metrics and
analytics. Provided as a Standalone platform or Command Center as a service, it is tailored to each
customer’s needs and scalable from one garage to your entire portfolio or municipality at a fraction of
the cost of other solutions, while reducing OPEX by $150k-250K per year per location.

visit http://www.umojo.com/
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